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Considering video audits with your cold emails?

>> Works really well

>> Takes 10x longer to create than cold emails

>> Doing it at scale will take up your whole day

Here's a quick hack to get around that.

// THREAD //

1. Let's say you're pitching FB ads to businesses

You see something on their website that catches your attention.

Gives you inspiration of an ad to create for them.

You decide that a 3-4 minute video audit would be perfect to explain your idea.

But execution time is ~10 min.

2. Get their attention, first

What if we could grab their attention first and then have them request the video audit?

Wouldn't that make it 100% worth it then?

So let's do that.

Here's the trick to grab their attention first and save you LOTS of time.

3. Write the video audit email 
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- Personalized first line 

- Randomness + point of the email 

- Explain video audit + purpose 

- Case study + positioning 

- Ask for feedback 

- Insert IMAGE (not video) 

 

What image? 

 

Keep reading!

4. Image vs. Video

Instead of spending time now to create the video audit, save it for later when people actually request it instead.

The little trick is to create the illusion that you've sent a video that's really just a blurred image of their site with a play button!

Doing this will have interested prospects (hot leads) respond back asking you to resend since the "video" wouldn't load.

That's when you can take the time to actually create the video audit, knowing that prospect is a hot lead.

So let's create this photo.

5. Creating the photo 

 

>> Screenshot their website 

>> Go to befunky(.)com



>> Import the image 

>> Go to the edit tab and click blur 

>> Set to 30-40% 

>> Google search for 'transparent play button' 

>> Import it to befunky 

>> Add it as a layer 

>> Export 

 

DONE in 2 min.

6. Send the email and wait

Add the final image to your email and send it off!

Now, you'll get people responding, asking you to resend since the video wouldn't load.

PERFECT.

Now you do the real audit.

But this time you know they'll view it.
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